
Activities of the Surrealist Group in Madrid
2013 – 2016

Themain event in 2013was the three
day conference cycle around the
object organized in April in an
occupied lot in Lavapiés, Madrid. A
book collecting the talks together
with an introductionabout the object
and including a rich photographic
documentation was published sub-
sequentlyby thesurrealist group'sLa
Torre Magnética editions.

2013

Material inEnglishabout theeventas
well as photos available on:

Newcooperative centerNosaltres
opened in Esperanza street in
Lavapiés, Madrid, where the
surrealist group has its base of
activity.

2014
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https://gruposurrealistademadrid.org/
textos/texts-in-english
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Presentation of the bookof poems
Vértigo Peninsular by Pablo
Cobollo.

June 2014. Postering downtown
Madrid of hundred copies of a
selection of posters from the
series Surrealist Propaganda
made out of détourned religious
comics.

José-Manuel Rojo
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December 2014
Presentation of Salamandra #21-22
Library Enclave, Madrid.
Main themes of this issue: Critique and
oneirocritique of the city and discussion
about Poetic materialism.

Jesús García Rodríguez
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2015

Simultaneous
street exhibitions
Mediumistic
sentences
(photographs) by
Javier Gálvez, and
Fracture of
confettis –
confiture of grafitti
(photographs) by
Jesús García
Rodríguez.
Cádiz
March 2015

(Catalogues of the
two exhibitions)
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Diffusion of a satiric leaflet/poster denoun-
cing the social and imigration politics of the
local rightwinggovernmentofMadrid. Inthe
leaflet, meat from beggars is said to be
searched for for the traditional free meals
offered by the city at that time of the year.

Satiric leaflet/poster denouncing the "Civil
Security Law" of the right wing government
hadening the sentences for, among other
crimes, burning the national flag in public.
Here, alternativeways tomistreat that flag are
presented to the public .
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The Atlantic Prophecies, parallel poems
created out of a process of deletion of the
Prophecies of Ezequiel (Eugenio Castro,
Bruno Jacobs, Belén Sánchez Fernández);
Torre Magnética editions.

Teoría de los pasajes (Javier Gálvez), solsticio
ediciones, 2014

Corriente continua (Javier Gálvez), solsticio
ediciones. 2014

Vagabundo del vaho. (Javier Gálvez), solsticio
ediciones, 2014

Guantes (Javier Gálvez/ Bruno Jacobs/Lurdes
Martínez), solsticio ediciones, 2014

Corteza de lengua (Javier Gálvez/ Bruno Jacobs),
solsticio ediciones, 2015

Paralajes (Javier Gálvez/Eugenio Castro), el ojo de
buey, 2015

Álgebra de la mirada (Javier Gálvez/Silvia Guiard),
el ojo de buey, 2016

Losas (una erótica del caminar) (Javier Gálvez/
Lurdes Martínez), si ne qua non., 2015

3 poemas espeluznantes (Javier Gálvez), ardemar,
2016

Inversages (Javier Gálvez), el ojo de buey, 2015

solsticio editions, el ojo del buey editions, ardemar editions
(Poetry, photography or both combined, poetic materialism. Limited editions. Editor Javier Gálvez)



Publication of the book Dark Matter by
Ángel Zapata (collection of forty two dense
surrealist stories/poems in prose); Páginas
de Espuma editions.

Publication of the book Migration by Jesús
García Rodríguez (Drawings by Antonio
Ramírez). Long poemof thirteen songs. “Here,
more than ever, the poem is cosmogo-
ny” (Miguel Pérez Corrales). ; La TorreMagné-
tica editions.

A cycle of 4 public game
afternoons takes place at the
Nosaltres cooperative center
in downtown Madrid, invol-
vingupto40participants.The
different surrealist games
proposed were partly new
ones, but also adapted older
ones designed by the Leeds,
Paris and Stockholm groups.
Organized by Jesús García
Rodríguez.

Surrealist games

7

Book publications 2015
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(From the game calendar)

Publication of The Topic Eye, #1 – The Statues
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(From The Topic Eye #1)

Eugenio Castro reading

Publication of the study The Doll of Bellmer; Desire and the Dialectics of Vision by
María Santana, in Fedro.

Presentation of The Topic Eye, Nosaltres center, Madrid2016
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Poetic action: The
Thread of the Tide,
with subsequent
documentary folder
(Javier Gálvez/
Bruno Jacobs),
Cádiz/Atlantic
ocean, March 2016

First issue of Tides
– journal of the
marine revolutions,
ed. Javier Gálvez/
Bruno Jacobs
(international
project), Cádiz 2016

Poetic folders and
booklets of local
character including
the broadsheet
published in
connection with an
exhibition of
photographs The
Oceanic Revelations.
Bruno Jacobs, and
Javier Gálvez/BJ,
Cádiz 2014-2016
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Consummation of Dunes. Celebration of and
presentation of the libidinal object-book (limited
edition) by Javier Gálvez in the Nosaltres center,
Madrid, 13 of February 2016

Javier Gálvez performing

Drosera – comunicación onírica #4. Edited by
Vicente Guríerrez Escudero.

The poisoned chalk. Co-educating in times of collapse.
Anti-pedagogical work that alternates essays, reflec-
tions, news and personal anecdotes related to
institutional education in the West. The book proposes
not to modify or reform the school from within, but to
destroy it and replace it with self-managed learning by the citizenry itself and immersed in the
social fabric itself. (2016, Ed. La Vorágine)
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Poetic mass action

“The idea with the action is to summon us to imagine and dream that the transition process in
Móstoles has already taken place and has won. And therefore, to claim a post-capitalist and a
post-oil city, where a full life has become real in the most possible utopian way. How? Placing
messages, objects or generating interactions in thewhole city that reflect a free andmagical use
of it. Not somuch the struggle for its liberation but “the enjoyment of its liberation” and the full
life that it can harbor. Below is a list with many proposals. We now advance three of them as
examples: to place artisanal hammocks in a park (a popular hammockodrome) with a panel
explaining the importanceof longoutdoornaps in thenewcity; toputpostersexplaining thenew
uses of public squares (“square formaking bonfires atmidnight and tell horror stories”; “square
for making love with strangers blindfolded”,etc.). A gang of people visibly dressed in farmers'
clothingandcarryingagricultural tools,plantsorscarecrows,appearing inaspecificpublicplace
without any apparent connection, as if that were the most natural thing, and then just leaving
without explanation (they do not scream at anything, they only cause impact by their
disconcerting presence). The sense of action is that all this should be done simultaneously, one
afternoon or even better by night, withmany small groups spreading in the city so thatMóstoles
dawns with suggestions of “transition” everywhere.”
(From the information leaflet previous to the action).

In the Madrid suburb of Móstoles, Spring 2016

Antonio Ramírez
Drawings 2014 – 2016
First limited edition of 25 copies of 22
reproductions of drawings with one
original.
Other participations in Analogon, Brumes
Blondes andHydrolith.

Arconte – CD/book (2014)
Limited edition of 100 copies,
experiment between Antonio
Ramírez and the musicians of
the group Marco Serrato and
Borja Días. 8 drawings and a
CD with improvised music
“expressing” the images
(contrabass and drums).
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(Iniciativa de Emilio Santiago Muiño)
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1. "Tahúres y emplumados", de Mateo Rello
2. "La huella termita", de Lurdes Martínez
3. "Ondas y partículas", de Dori Campos
4. "La soledad de las formas", de Ana Gorría
5. "En la última mano", de Vicente Gutiérrez
Escudero
6. "Genealogía del sueño", de David Vegue
7. "Las insomnes", de Eugenio Castro

8. "El bioma de los muertos", de Patricia
Fernández
9. "Cuerpo o el corazón del mundo todavía",
de Carmen Crespo
10. "A pulso", de Antonio Méndez Rubio
11. "Las hojas rojas", de Julio Monteverde
12. "Nictálopes", de Alfonso Gálvez
13. "Relámpagos raíces", de Ina Olvera

Poetry collection Sol y sombra (editors Vicente Gutiérrez Escudero / Noé
Ortega); limited editions since 2012, Santander.

To sense Madrid as if a wholeness did exist

Poetic geography and reenchanted
ethnography of a city.

The surrealist and situationalist traditions of
poetic play with urban space, set in the face of a
civilization that has come late to its own
emancipatory salvation. However, in a place like
Madrid mirages of wholeness radically in-
compatible with the self-destructive logic of
capital accumulation still pulsate. To auscultate
these glimpses, and to record in them the subtle
disturbances of the marvelous is a small act of
personal desertion that has the potential to spread
and become a collective statement of social war
from other fronts.

By Emilio Santiago Muiño, richly illustrated.
Torra Magnética editions.



Presentation of To sense
Madrid as if a whole-
ness did exist by Jesús
García Rodríguez, Suchi
and the author Emilio
Santiago Muiño, Madrid.

This collective and polyphonic book collects poetic reflections and images around an
incandescent, provocative, often ironic, but vilified, constrained and today forgotten concept, a
great workers' myth intimately linked to a vision that animated generations of utopians,
revolutionaries and trade unionists, and that also inspired the popular imagination with all its
socio-psychological implications: the passionate and longed for threshold of a new egalitarian,
free and promising world: the Great Evening.
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Edited by Bruno Jacobs, Torre Magnética editions.

Presentation of the Torre
Magnética editions and
Salamandra, La Vorágine
bookstore, Santander, November
2016.

José Manuel Rojo / Eugenio Castro
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Presentation of the Torre
Magnética editions and
Salamandra, La Vorá-
gine bookstore, Santan-
der, November 2016.

Noé Ortega Quijano /
Lurdes Martínez

Short visit of Penelope Rosemont to Madrid. From the left: Jesús García Rodríguez, Lurdes
Martínez, Eugenio Castro, Penelope Rosemont & Paul. (Photograph by José Manuel Rojo);
December 2016.

Bruno Jacobs for the surrealist group in Madrid

To be continued!


